IDDY Award Winners 2006: Successful Identity Deployments Making a Difference
2006 Evaluation Criteria:

- Benefits deployments are delivering to organizations and users (citizens, employees, consumers, customers, etc)
- Quantifiable return on investment
- How the solution successfully addressing key identity issues such as reducing identity theft, meeting regulatory requirements or providing consumers with increased privacy protection
- All winners have successfully deployed Circles of Trust
New York State Education

EduTech

• Wide scale Liberty Federation deployment to increase teacher and administrator access to tools and information, enhance system-wide data initiatives and lower state-wide operational costs

• Federation currently touches nearly 10,000 teachers and administrators through various instructional analysis tools and portals

• Circle of Trust between all regional educational centers in the State of New York
“T-Online Netzausweis” (English: “Net ID-Card”):

• Identity management system which provides consumers with easy, secure and privacy-respecting access to applications and services

• Liberty-enabled Federated System with new opportunities for reducing costs and increasing revenues

• Currently supports nearly 12 million customers and over 200 products in the telecom internet service provider sector, including gaming, Web-hosting, IP-TV and IP-Telephony
• The Government Gateway Authentication has been designed as the authentication server for all e-government services in the UK.

• The project has been developed to provide citizens and businesses with ease-of-use capabilities for accessing a variety of UK government services; Nearly 8 million citizens in the UK are registered to use the Gateway service.

• The Gateway provides authentication services on behalf of multiple other public-sector bodies, based on trust principles established in UK e-government legislation.
One Billion This Year

1,000,000,000

IDDY winners are among the deployments driving the more than *one billion* Liberty-enabled identities and devices Liberty Alliance is expecting this year...
Today’s Presenters and Agenda:

- **Edutech**: Brian Hegeman, Coordinator of Technical Design and Development
- **Deutsche Telekom AG (T-Com, Business Unit T-Online)**: Robert Zehder, Senior Vice President, Product Infrastructure
- **UK Cabinet**: Bipin Dattani, Director - Criminal Justice and Shared Services, Sun Microsystems
- **Open Q&A (last 15 min)**